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Abstract.
Performance analysis of the ABYSS genome sequence assembler (ABYSS-P) executing on the K computer with up to 8192 compute nodes is described which identified issues that limited scalability to less than 1024 compute nodes and required prohibitive message buffer memory with 16384 or more compute nodes. The open-source Scalasca toolset was employed to analyse executions, revealing the impact of massive amounts of MPI point-to-point communication used particularly for master/worker process coordination, and inefficient parallel file operations that manifest as waiting time at later MPI collective synchronisations and communications. Initial remediation via use of collective communication operations and alternate strategies for parallel file handling show large performance and scalability improvements, with partial executions validated on the full 82,944 compute nodes of the K computer.
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Introduction

Understanding the performance of the MPI library through real-life applications on petaflops machines such as the K computer and other Top500 supercomputers is key to successful transition to foreseeable Exascale computing. MPI applications developed and optimized for high-end servers often fail to take full advantage of the capability that today’s supercomputers provide in part due to node-to-node communication latencies. Evaluation of the ABYSS-P [1,2] sequence assembler on the K computer demonstrated the issue in scaling; linear scaling stops early at 200 compute nodes and adding more nodes only resulted in moderate improvement until 800 nodes (only 1% use of the K computer resources). Performance decrease was observed when running with 1024 and more compute nodes, and executions with 16384 or more compute nodes were not possible since they exceeded available node memory.
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In the face of the very limited application performance scalability, a tool was required that best suits our needs to find performance bottlenecks. The Scalasca toolset [3] was selected as it provides profiling and tracing of MPI events to quantify bytes transferred, elapsed time in functions or distinct application call paths, and execution traces which can be viewed as timelines with Vampir [4]. Scalasca is used on many of the largest HPC systems, and was recently ported to the K computer to enable large-scale application profiling for the first time.

We discovered frequent MPI point-to-point communications used to exchange data stored in local buffers between nodes at various stages of ABYSS-P execution, and rapidly growing time for MPI point-to-point and collective communication at large scale (more than 1024 compute nodes). In the master/worker parallelisation paradigm employed by ABySS, the master needs to collect all the checkpointing messages sent from workers to transit to other processing phases. Additional serious performance and scalability inhibitors are ultimately determined to arise primarily from ineffective parallel file reading and writing.

1. Test Platform: The K Computer

A detailed description of the K computer can be found elsewhere [5]. The K computer has 82,944 compute nodes connected through the Tofu 6D mesh/torus interconnection network and attached to the Lustre-based Fujitsu Exascale Filesystem (FEFS). Each compute node has SPARC64 VIIIfx 8-core processors, 16 GB of memory, and 4 Tofu network interfaces whose maximum aggregate throughput is 20 GB/s [5–7].

A custom Linux kernel runs on each compute node and for program development Fujitsu Fortran, C, and C++ compilers and MPI library optimized for the K computer are provided [8, 9].

2. Target Application: ABySS

ABYSS is a parallel sequence assembler for small to large mammalian-size genomes. ABYSS-P written in C++ is the target MPI application of this paper; the program finds overlapping sequences from the distributed directed graph across the computing nodes and stitches those sequences together to obtain long sequences.

ABYSS-P uses the eager protocol for small, 4 kB messages in the master/worker programming paradigm. During execution the master process (MPI rank 0) is responsible for controlling the entire workflow and lets worker processes transit to different processing phases. The main phases studied in this paper are LoadSequences (each process reading data from disk and building a distributed hash table), GenerateAdjacency (building a distributed graph), Erode, Trim, DiscoverBubbles and PopBubble (removing bad data for quality control), and final NetworkAssembly (creating long sequences from the distributed graph).
Figure 1. Original and revised ABYSS-P execution scalability on the K computer: bars of maximum MPI rank memory requirement, plot with time of best full execution and loading stage.

2.1. ABYSS-P Configuration

Configuration is done using GNU Autotools cross-compilation to build a SPARC64 binary for the K computer on the x86_64 front-ends using the Fujitsu C++ compiler FCC.

Two MCA parameters of the MPI library specific to K computer must be set prior to launching ABYSS-P: `OMPI_MCA_common_tofu_fastmode_threshold=0` and `OMPI_MCA_common_tofu_max_fastmode_procs=-1`, the former needed to always exchange messages in eager mode to avoid deadlock, and the latter to remove the limit on the number of processes (default 1024) that can be used in eager mode. Although the K computer compute nodes have 8 cores, the job configuration is always set to allocate one process per node to allocate all the usable 14 GB of memory (i.e., excluding that required for system libraries).

Publicly-available data from the E.coli MG1655 laboratory strain sequenced on Illumina MiSeq system [10] is used for the experiments described in this paper. The total data read from disk is 6.1 GB, staged in to FEFS local disks.

2.2. ABYSS-P Execution Time Evaluation

Execution timings graphed as circles in Figure 1 show that the best data processing performance of the application (90 seconds) was obtained with around 768 nodes. Adding more nodes up to 1024 did not improve the performance and beyond that execution was slower. Memory required for MPI message buffers also grows rapidly and become prohibitive for executions with 16384 or more nodes. Reports of time elapsed in the key phases and user functions distinguished the most time-consuming `LoadSequences` stage but were insufficient to understand
the ABYSS-P execution on the K computer, and therefore comprehensive tools for in-depth parallel performance analysis were required.

3. Profiling and Tracing with Scalasca

The open-source Scalasca toolset was developed to support scalable performance analysis of large-scale parallel applications using MPI and OpenMP on current high-performance computer systems [3]. The latest version uses the community-developed Score-P instrumentation and measurement infrastructure [11]. MPI library interposition combined with automatic instrumentation of application source routines and OpenMP parallel constructs is used to generate detailed call-path profiles or event traces from application processes and threads. Event traces are automatically analysed in parallel to identify and quantify communication and synchronization inefficiencies, and trace visualisation tools such as Vampir can be directed to show the severest instances.

These capabilities proved very valuable for the analysis of ABYSS-P, which has a complex execution structure and uses MPI extensively throughout.

3.1. Methodology

Initial measurements only of MPI events already resulted in large execution traces which hinted at distinct execution phases with very different performance characteristics. Context was provided with manual source annotations of regions (i.e., stages) of particular interest, and found to be essential to understand the complex fragmented nature of the ABYSS-P task-queuing and master-worker paradigm.

Enabling compiler instrumentation of user routines helped clarify the context for this communication, but suffered from significant measurement overheads both in execution dilation and trace buffer memory and file size requirements. To produce execution traces of managable size and reduce dilation, extensive filtering of frequently-executed short-running routines was necessary. While producing a filter for all routines coming from standard C++ libraries is straightforward, more care is required with user-level source routines. Generally those routines which are purely local computation are readily identified via scoring of analysis reports as they are not found on a call-path to MPI communication or synchronization, however, ABySS has a number of routines which have a dual nature that are used in deeply recursing call-paths. For example, pumpNetwork is frequently used to process outstanding communication but may also complete computations or busy-wait, so it provides valuable context but at the cost of high measurement overheads.

Following this iterative process of both augmenting and refining the instrumentation and measurement configuration, it was possible to produce rich analyses with insight into ABYSS-P parallel execution inefficiencies, via summary profiles and traces. Initial summary measurements were scored to identify appropriate measurement filters that were necessary to avoid extreme measurement dilation and buffer/disk requirements for subsequent trace experiments, producing around 1 GB of event trace data per process, which were automatically analysed in parallel by Scalasca and interactively examined with Vampir.
3.2. Analysis of ABYSS-P Execution

A variety of measurements of the original version of ABYSS-P were done on the K computer with up to 8192 MPI processes.

Scalasca trace analysis of a 1024-node ABySS execution of five minutes on the K computer is concisely presented in Figure 2. Expanding and selecting nodes of the tree for metric Time from the left panel reveals that 8.0% of the total execution time [301,000 CPU seconds readable from the scale at the bottom] is used by MPI: 1.3% [3872s] by MPI_Init, 1.6% [4872s] by MPI_Barrier collective synchronization, 2.1% [6398s] for point-to-point communication and the remaining 3.0% [8915s] in various collective communications (mainly MPI_Allreduce). Selecting the Point-to-point communication time metric updates panels to its right identifying that it is predominantly [3832s, 60%] for MPI_Send in the LoadSequences stage shown in the centre panel, and then the right panel shows that this time is broadly distributed across (non-master) ranks: 3.74 ± 0.59 seconds.

Vampir timeline visualisation of the 1024-node ABySS trace in Figure 3 provides an overview of the execution phases for each process. The LoadSequences stage (in yellow) dominates the first half of the execution and reveals eight “waves” as sequence data is read from disk by each process and transferred when the local buffer is full. Although there are the same number of MPI_Send events and the same amount of data transferred in each stage, only those in the first wave are clearly distinguished. The GenerateAdjacency stage (pale blue) follows, then Erode dominated by MPI_Allreduce (orange) and NetworkAssembly containing a period of extensive MPI_Barrier (magenta) usage before the final network assembly with its huge imbalance. The pumpNetwork routine which polls for available messages is evident in all stages when point-to-point message transfers may occur, but is often characteristically unproductive “busy-waiting.”

The Scalasca trace analysis quantified point-to-point communication Late Sender and Late Receiver blocking time sub-metrics as a negligible 3.7s, as receiving buffers are posted early by the application. Much more serious is the blocking time in MPI_Barrier and associated with synchronising collective communication. Figure 4 shows that MPI_Allreduce which is used at various points in the Erode stage (all of which have been selected from the call tree in the central panel) badly affects all of the processes. A popup window reports the severest single inefficiency instance on rank 271 with global severity of 1330 CPU seconds.

When Vampir is directed to zoom in to show the corresponding execution interval, as seen in Figure 5, the third MPI_Allreduce instance in Erode stands out with rank 271 waiting more than 2.0 seconds for the last of its peers to be ready to proceed. Imbalanced computation between the numerous synchronising reductions results in low efficiency and poor scaling for this ABySS-P execution stage.

3.3. Revised Instrumentation and Implementation of ABYSS-P

To avoid the measurement overhead arising from automatic instrumentation of routines by the compiler, manual annotation of ABYSS-P execution stages was employed instead, resulting in improved profiles as shown in Figure 6. Particular
Figure 2. Scalasca trace analysis of original 1024-node ABySS execution on the K computer showing distribution of *Point-to-point communication time* metric (left pane) for the selected *MPI_Send* call-path in the *LoadSequences* stage (centre) for each of the processes (right pane). Values in each panel are colour-coded using the scale along the window footer, and in the various trees represent exclusive metric values for open nodes and inclusive values for closed nodes.

Figure 3. Vampir presentation of the same trace of original 1024-node ABySS execution on the K computer with horizontal timeline for each MPI process showing ‘waves’ during the *LoadSequences* stage followed by *GenerateAdjacency, Trm/Erode, PopBubble/Discover_Bubbles* and *NetworkAssembly* stages. The aggregate chart in the window head is provided for navigation when zooming, with profile of function execution times and communication matrix on left side.
Figure 4. Scalasca trace analysis of original 1024-node ABySS execution on the K computer with severest instance of automatically identified *Wait at N\times N inefficiency in MPI_Allreduce* during *Erode* stage detailed in popup window.

Figure 5. Vampir analysis zoomed on time interval for *Erode* stage of original 1024-node ABySS execution on the K computer with severest MPI_Allreduce inefficiency instance by rank 271 selected and details of selection in middle pane on left side. Dominance of sequence of reductions is evident in the (zoomed) timeline view and associated execution time profile.
Care was required to annotate stages of master and workers consistently, such that they combine in the resulting profiles. Furthermore, the Waiting stage of workers between completing one computation phase and receiving direction to start the next was also distinguished and associated with the completed phase, as this helped with presenting idling arising from load imbalances.

For an execution with 8192 compute nodes shown in Figure 6(a), 69% of time (650 seconds) is attributed to coupled PopBubble and Discover_Bubbles stages which are serialised in rank order, resulting in all but one worker process idling while each rank in turn processes its local data and then creates a file. Computational load imbalances reported in ABYSS-P profiling result from the master/worker paradigm employed and associated ineffective parallelisation of file reading and writing, therefore additional manual annotations were incorporated for file operations (shown in Figure 6(c)) which helped identify that these were particularly costly and suffered from large variability.

Configuring executions on the K computer to use files in separate rank-local directories helped reduce filesystem performance variability, while serialisation costs could be reduced by opening files in parallel, such that time for PopBubble/Discover_Bubbles was reduced more than fifty-fold to 12.6 seconds, only 4.4% of the much quicker overall execution time in Figure 6(b). For the Assemble stage, originally taking 14% of time (129 seconds), the benefit was a more modest 35% since only 4.5 MB of reconstructed contigs are written while the total length of sequences to put together varies from rank to rank, and the assignment is very imbalanced. The line with square points in Figure 1 shows how the performance of this revised version of ABYSS-P is improved at larger scale.

The MPI point-to-point communication used by ABYSS-P for coordination between master and worker processes requires an eager transfer protocol using prohibitive amounts of message buffer memory for 16,384 or more compute nodes (bars in Figure 1). A first step to avoid this substitutes Fujitsu’s efficient...
MPI\textunderscore Reduce and MPI\textunderscore Alltoall collectives in the sequence Loading stage, and has been validated with successful execution of Loading in 6.2 seconds on the full 82,944 compute nodes of the K computer. Applying similar changes to the remaining ABYSS-P stages is expected to permit complete executions at this unprecedented scale, ready for processing much larger sequence datasets.

4. Related Work

Lin \cite{lin} compared the capabilities and performance of ABYSS with other de novo assembly tools, and found that long execution times and large memory requirements were serious constraints. ABYSS execution performance with up to 128 processes has been analysed on a Dell/AMD/Mellanox cluster comparing Ethernet and Infiniband DDR networks \cite{lin2}, identifying that MPI communication overhead increases significantly with scale for \texttt{Send/Irecv} and \texttt{Allreduce}. Georganas et al \cite{georganas} compare the performance on up to 960 cores of a Cray XC30 of their own parallel genome assembler with ABYSS, where scaling parallel file reading and writing is identified as the key bottleneck that they avoided by implementing their own file format.

Call-path profiling of C++ parallel applications is often prohibitive for instrumentation-based tools \cite{callpath}, however, combining MPI tracing with sampling based on interrupt timers has been demonstrated to be effective in such cases \cite{mpi_tracing}.

5. Conclusions

ABYSS-P executions on the K computer with 1024 or more MPI processes suffered from a variety of critical performance and scalability issues, which were investigated using the Scalasca toolset. Execution traces from up to 1024 processes were collected, automatically analysed to quantify inefficiency patterns and direct Vampir timeline visualisations. Since automatic routine instrumentation by the C++ compiler and associated filtering of measurement events proved to be costly and awkward, subsequent measurements instead exploited manual source instrumentation to clearly distinguish ABYSS-P execution stages and file I/O operations, carefully matching stages executed by master and worker processes. File handling found to constitute the most serious inefficiencies was remedied by using rank-local directories on the K computer as well as code restructuring to significantly reduce serialisation costs. Scalability beyond 8192 MPI processes additionally required substituting point-to-point messages with efficient MPI collective routines for master/worker coordination, such that initial ABYSS-P execution stages (and associated Scalasca measurement experiments) have now been possible with the full 82,944 compute nodes of the K computer.
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